Capitalism, socialism, and democracy, by Joseph A. Schumpeter, New York, Harper Perennial, 1942 (first Harper Colophon edition published 1975, xiv + 431 pp., paperback, ISBN 0-06-133008-6
The public mind has by now so thoroughly grown out of humor with it as to make condemnation of capitalism and all its works a foregone conclusion -almost a requirement of the etiquette of discussion. Whatever his political preference, every writer or speaker hastens to conform to this code and to emphasize his critical attitude, his freedom from 'complacency', his belief in the inadequacies of capitalist achievement, his aversion to capitalist and his sympathy with anti-capitalist interests. Any other attitude is voted not only foolish but anti-social and is looked upon as an indication of immoral servitude.
We might easily mistake this for a voice weary of contemplating the implications for neo-liberal nostrums of our current global financial crisis were it not for the rather formal, slightly arch, style and the gender exclusive language. It was in fact penned in the depths of World War II by Harvard economist Joseph Schumpeter, who fell off the map only to re-emerge from the 1970s as oil shocks and stagflation in the west presaged the decline of the Keynesian settlement, as east Asian newly industrialising economies were modelling on his insistence that entrepreneurialism, access to credit and trade were the pillars of economic growth, and as innovation became more of a watchword for post-industrial economies in general. The second coming was perhaps affirmed when his work was dubbed by Forbes in 1983 -on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the birth of both men -as of greater explanatory import than Keynes'. (And what of our present resurgent Keynesian moment?) Cultural policy has made major gains in post-industrial societies as economies and lifestyles have 'culturised' (Lash and Urry 1994) and cultural policy studies have also gained as it has tracked these developments. It is now an established field of inquiry occupying an interesting transdisciplinary space subtended by cultural studies, economics, public policy and administration.
However, because it has left to subtending disciplines thorny grounding issues such as the evolving nature of capitalism and its relation to the state, cultural policy studies can sometimes appear to be, not so much an interesting transdisciplinary space, but a Babel of incommensurate voices.
Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy is Schumpeter's most enduring and influential work. It contains a sustained appreciation of Marx and one of the most search-*Email: s.cunningham@qnt.edu.au ing systemic critiques of capitalism ever penned by one of its strongest defenders. Now all of this might have been an elaborate game play, an extended exercise in irony, as McCraw (2007, chap. 21) argues, but this does not invalidate the sense that Schumpeter is enjoining on us the similarities of his critique to that of Marx as much as its differences.
For Schumpeter (like Marx), capitalism grows the seeds of its own downfall. But the seeds are not grown from its failure (the increasing immiseration of the masses, decreasing returns to scale) but from its success. Capitalism has delivered remarkable growth in the standard of living of working people, but the capitalist 'engine' drives incessant 'gales of creative destruction' -a metaphor uncannily like Marx's 'all that is solid melts into air'. Over time, the culture that long-run capitalism breeds becomes inimical to it. Rationalisation and the erosion of bourgeois spiritual and moral values that gave capitalism its impetus, cost-benefit calculation made the benchmark of all manner of human transaction, the abstraction of stock market rather than real property relations, and the routinisation of innovation: it sounds like early, 'pre-scientific' Marx 100 years on.
Again, you ask, what relevance to cultural policy? Schumpeter's critique offers a radical understanding of the revolutionary dynamism, inherent contradictions and fragility of the capitalist engine without succumbing to that most seductive of radical conceits: teleological closure or prophesying the future.
And that radical underlining of the 'engine's' fragility assists fundamentally in securing an ongoing role for the state and of government policy making. Even Schumpeter himself accepted such a role, especially the wake of capitalism's neardeath experience of the 1930s-1940s.
This perspective can help to analyse the 'culturisation of everyday life' and its implications for cultural policy, or the breakdown of business models that have served cultural industries like music, film, television for decades. It can help us beyond the depressing predicament of much debate based on exaggerated oppositionalism: overly enthusiastic optimism versus determined pessimism over the potential of new technologies; fundamental crisis in the strategies of the cultural industries versus the utter predictability that hegemonic capital will always already triumph.
Instead , Schumpeter helps us to break down our black box approach to capitalism that we have inherited from cultural Marxism. He insisted on distinguishing monopoly (bad) and big business (not necessarily bad and historically a very efficient driver of improvements in the lot of common people). He placed enormous stress on recognisably human agency in large-scale economic and social change: a focus on the entrepreneur as critical to the emergent process of coordination of resources, and his resolute denunciation of equilibrium economics and its impossibly all-knowing subject. He even addresses directly the current crisis in terms of the centrality of access to finance (it has for long been the major issue for the growth of cultural enterprise).
